Abstract-This paper deals with a new proof of convergence of Adomian's method applied to differential equations. We also give new formulae and properties, and we suggest a simple computational form for Adomian's polynomials.
INTRODUCTION
In many papers [l-5] , Adomian has presented a technique using special polynomials for solving nonlinear equations of various kind (algebraic, differential, partial differential, integral, etc.). The solution is found as an infinite series in which each term can be easily determined and that converges quickly towards an accurate solution. However, only few works have been done on the convergence of the method (for instance, [S-S]).
In this paper, we propose new formulae for calculating Adomian's polynomials, and we give a proof of convergence using the classical Taylor's method.
THE DECOMPOSITION METHOD APPLIED TO DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
Let us consider a differential equation in the form:
where f is the nonlinear term and g is given.
Adomian's method consists in calculating the solution, in the series form:
The nonlinear term f(u) becomes 
n
Each term of the series CT=, u, can be identified by the formulae
The exact solution of equation (2.1) is now entirely determined. However, in practice, all terms of the series c,"==, un cannot be determined; so we use an approximation of the solution from the truncated series:
CONVERGENCE OF THE TECHNIQUE
For every sequence u,(X) = Cy="=, Xi ui , we define f (u, (X)) by [6] :
f(un(X)) = f: Xi Aj.
(3.1) i=o
Then, we have the following result. 
. ).
(2) Our previous results can also be applied to systems of differential equations.
